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Abstract—Building Question Answering (QA) systems is a very
important task in Information Retrieval (IR) / Natural Language
Processing (NLP) domain. In IR / NLP domain there are many
tasks which are similar which means solution of one task can
be used to solve another task. These tasks include building
QA systems, paraphrase detection, semantic similarity between
sentences/words, semantic entailment, machine comprehension,
slot filling and other like tasks. We found that many of these tasks
are tackled in research using different techniques and different
datasets. We also found that although standardized but most
datasets are very small and they cannot solve generalize semantic
assignment problem which lies at the heart of all these problems.
Recently new dataset are published with larger size in the hope
that they will be useful in building Generalize QA system. We
do systematic literature review (SLR) of almost all the papers
from 2010 to 2012 related to above mentioned problems. We try
to find the correct direction for building a Generalize QA system
that will be helpful in QA on any open domain corpus/dataset.
We extract all the techniques / features / dataset / evaluation
metrics / state of the art results published by different papers
developing QA systems or doing like tasks. In the light of this
statistics we answer some hypothesized question which we think
are really helpful in building Generalize QA systems. For SLR
we apply procedure as defined in [38].
Keywords—QA systems, Deep Learning, Literature Review,
Cognitive Systems, Information Retrieval.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper, the investigation revolves around the development of the Generalized Question Answering (QA) System.
For this purpose, a systematic literature review of X papers
has been carried forward. The selection of relevant papers was
made after applying a strict inclusion /exclusion principle. We
have crafted a number of research questions and hypothesis.
Answering all of these questions is necessary for building a
generalized QA system. After systematic review of all the
selected papers the answers of most of the questions and
hypothesis were identified. However, the answers of some
hypothesis need more research; therefore, it has been marked
in the recommendations for the future work. In section 2
the definition of the criteria was pursued according to which
papers were included in this investigation. In section 3 we
present our research questions and hypothesis, the answers of
the questions have been given in the light of statistics that
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has been gathered by the virtue of the literature review. In
section 4 the List of Datasets has been tabulated accompanied
by the List of QA systems along with datasets they are
using and State of the art results these datasets are achieving.
The section 5 highlighted the future directions for building a
Generalize QA system. Finally section 6 encompasses of the
comprehensive conclusion. In section 7 entails the references
to all the papers we used for our SLR.
II. INCLUSION/EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE
Mostly we add papers after 2010 but include some heavily
cited papers from earlier dates. Another criterion is we take
papers with at least 10 citations, some time we break this rule
by less cited but more relevant paper. We exclude all papers
with non-supporting arguments as well as paper re-attempting
same problem without any impact on research.
III. LIST OF QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESIS
1) What are available IR/Cognitive systems?
2) What data sets are present and how much sample from
Generalize QA they cover?
3) What are problem solved by deep learning?
4) What hybrid systems (Using both IR/Cognitive systems
and deep learning)?
5) Future directions to solve Generalized QA problem?
6) Which technique is better, either cognitive system techniques or deep learning techniques?
We hypothesize that for almost all type of data deep
learning architecture will work, but how to extract features
for each deep learning architecture using IR/Cognitive system
techniques needs careful design.
IV. LIST OF QA SYSTEMS
By Generalize QA system we mean a QA system which is
capable of answering questions related to any open domain
corpus. For example, corpus can include all Wikipedia pages
or partial set of Wikipedia pages, collection of X (X is
a positive integer) Washington post newspapers, a novel of
Sherlock Holmes, a physics, history or geography textbook.
QA system will be provided with corpus/dataset for training.
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If after training QA system is able to answer all/most of
the generalized questions related to any corpus correctly with
high accuracy, we will classify this system as Generalize
QA system. QA systems that are not capable of scaling for
generalize question answering over open domain corpus are
classified as Non-Generalize QA system. Below is a list of
most of the datasets/corpus currently available.
V. TAXONOMY
In our literature review, we have read many research papers regarding cognitive system, deep learning, and hybrid
approaches (which is using both cognitive approach as well
as deep learning approach). We have figured out there are
vast numbers of techniques defined in these approaches.
Firstly, discussing about the cognitive system research papers and features discussed in these research papers and
model used in these research papers. Our first paper [5]
uses integration of the spatio-temporal dimension, SPOTL, an
extension of the original SPO-triple model to time and space
technique, whereas second paper [06, 06] uses transformation
function and semantic similarity technique using POS tagging
and entity recognition approach. While some other papers like
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15,16, 17, 18, 19, 20,21, 22, 23,85, 89,90, 91,
97] from these all mentioned papers most of the papers first
uses translates natural language into a logical form, which
is then evaluated to produce a vector and from those vector
answer is being extracted while some other papers clearly
uses semantic similarity technique using Frames semantic, coreference, word embedding, and sliding window similarities.
[81, 82] present a novel approach to answer validation based
on the intuition that the amount of implicit knowledge which
connects an answer to a question can be quantitatively estimated by exploiting the redundancy of Web information.
[83] Purposes a structured inference system for this task,
formulated as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) that answers
natural language questions using a semi-structured knowledge
base derived from text, including questions requiring multistep inference and a combination of multiple facts. [84] This
paper describes the design and implementation of the slot-lling
system prepared by Stanfords natural language processing
group for the 2011 Knowledge-Base Population track at the
Text Analysis Conference.
There are many research papers regarding natural language
question answering who are using natural language processing
techniques these papers include [24, 25, 26, 27, 28,29,30, 31,
32, 33, 46, 47,70, 76, 78, 86,93] these all papers include a
specific type of information retrieval techniques. These papers
have built a Question Answering system which attempts to
find out the correct answer to the question pose in natural language. As we know Question answering is multidisciplinary.
From the technological perspective, these papers use natural
or statistical language processing, information retrieval, and
knowledge representation and reasoning as potential building
blocks. Moreover, it includes text classification, information
extraction and summarization techniques. In general, these
questions answering system (QAS) has three components such
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as question classification, information retrieval, and answer
extraction. These components play an essential role in QAS.
Question classification play primary role in in most of the
mentioned papers to categorize the question based upon on
the type of its entity. One of the important methodology is
Information retrieval which extract out applicable answer post
by their intelligent question answering system. Finally, answer
extraction module is rising topics in these Natural language
research papers where these systems are often requiring ranking and validating a candidates answer. Some papers were on
analyzing the semantics as the first step in NLP. [60] Proposes
an algorithm labeling semantic classes and for leveraging
them to extract is-a relationships using a top-down approach.
[61, 95] We propose a new approach of obtaining expansion
terms, based on selecting terms from past user queries that are
associated with documents in the collection. [62, 65] proposes
the use of hierarchical PitmanYor processes to model statistical
dependencies between meaning representations of predicates
and those of their arguments. [66] Proposes the technique of
Alignment and bridging lexicalized syntactic denotation and
having Test accuracy on web Questions i.e. 35.7, Accuracy.
[67] This paper reviews six different information retrieval
models: vector space model with cosine similarity, vector
space model with weighted sum, latent semantic indexing,
query likelihood model with Dirichlet smoothing, query likelihood model with linear smoothing, and query likelihood
model with Dirchlet and LDA topic model smoothing. [68, 91]
uses techniques like statistical parser, two-step pattern-based
technique, novel technique, and SPARQL-like query language.
[69] Combined ideas from imitation learning and agenda
based parsing to train a semantic parser that search spartial
logical forms in a more strategic order. [71] Paper addresses
a missed opportunity to use crowdsourcing to understand
the query itself. It proposes a novel hybrid human-machine
approach that leverages the crowd to gain knowledge of query
structure and entity relationships. [72] Uses unsupervised slot
induction, semantic slot lling, semantic representation. [73]
Presents an open-domain textual Question-Answering system
that uses several feedback loops to enhance its performance.
These feedback loops combine in a new way statistical results
with syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic information derived
from texts and lexical databases. [74, 75] papers rst presents
the OpQA corpus of opinion questions and answers. Using
the corpus, we compare the properties of fact and opinion
questions and answers. Based on the disparate characteristics
of opinion vs. fact answers, we argue that traditional fact-based
QA approaches may have difculty in an MPQA setting without
modication.[77] uses Semantic web, Question answering, Ontologies and Natural language techniques.[79] uses Algorithms
used for finding top-k answers and approximations of top-k
answers using proximity search.
Secondly, discussing about Deep learning architectures. The
papers we have been through has [34] uses deep learning
approach to match questions with answers by considering
semantic encoding. [35] Proposes the discriminative algorithm
for natural language parsing, based on a deep recurrent con-
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TABLE II: Datasets/corpus with their purpose and sizes

volutional graph transformer network (GTN). [36] Presents a
novel deep learning architecture which provides a semantic
parsing system through the union of two neural models of
language semantics. [37] Attempted to get an understanding of
an extensive empirical evaluation of 19 different deep learning
architectures. [38, 92] proposes a novel way of learning
a neural network classifier for use in a greedy, transitionbased dependency parser. [39] Proposed sequence to sequence
framework of neural
Network. [40] The goal is to identify the subset that
contains the answer using neural networks. [41] Proposes
use of convolutional neural networks (CNN) trained on top
of pre-trained word vectors for sentence-level classification
tasks. [42] Proposes to learn morphological embeddings and
propagate morphological information through the tree using a
recursive composition procedure. [43, 98] details a compositional distributional framework based on a rich form of word
embeddings that aims at facilitating the interactions between
words in the context of a sentence. [44, 87] proposes an attention based neural matching model for ranking short answer
text. [45] Presents a convolutional neural network architecture
for re ranking pairs of short texts. [57, 99] also highlights the
training of neural networks for question answering systems.
[58, 88] paper finds out the feature types for ranking answers
of QA systems. [63] Proposes a tri-modal deep belief network
(tri-DBN) to extract a unified representation for the query,
question, and answer. [64] Model consists of multiple agents
and the communication between them is learned alongside
their policy. [80, 100] uses, text classification, machine learning, support vector machine, kernel method.

TABLE I: Question Answering system using various datasets/corpus
S.NO
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

QA system
Dataset/Corpus
Match-Lstm[43],End-to-End
Squad
Answer
Chunk
Extraction
[285],
Fine-Grained
Gating
[287],Dynamic
Co-Attention
Networks [288],
M
Richardson
et
MCTest
al[169],[42,62,65,70]
Kushman et al. [37]
Algebra
Yang et al. [130]
WikiQA
Voorhees
and
Tice
TREC-QA
[290],[26,33,55,58,59,76,257,259,262,283]
Hermann et al [71]
CNN/Daily Mail
[57,74]
Microsoft research Paraphrase identification task
dataset
[62,101,109,129]
Dbpedia
[63,71]
BABi dataset
[96,97,128,162,257,262]
World Wide Web
[291]
Yahoo dataset
[179]
PARALAX dataset
IBM Watson[73]
Wikipedia
Comprehension
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S.NO
1

Dataset/Corpus
SQuad

2

MCTest

3
4

Algebra
WikiQA

5

TREC-QA

6

CNN/Daily Mail

7

8

Microsoft
research
Paraphrase
identification
task dataset
Dbpedia

9

BABi dataset

10

World Wide Web

11

Yahoo dataset

12

PARALAX
dataset

13

Wikipedia

Purpose/Goal
Machine
Comprehension
Machine
Comprehension
Word Problems
Question
Answering
Question
Answering
Machine
Comprehension
Paraphrase Identification

Question
Answering
Question
Answering
Question
Answering
Question
Answering
Question
Answering

Size
100k
2640
524
3047
1479
1.4 M
train: 4, 076 test:
1,725

3 GB
¡1M

2.5 GB

Machine
Comprehension

1.8 million pairs
of question and
single relation
51 GB

TABLE III: State of the art achieving Deep learning techniques [1,2]
S.NO
1

Deep Learning Techniques
SAMS-RecNN

2
3
4

Multi-Perspective CNN
REL-TK
Rao (2016) - PairwiseRank +
Multi-Perspective CNN
Yang (2016) - Attention-Based
Neural Matching Model
W and N (2015) - Three-Layer
BLSTM+BM25
DT-RNN model
N gram of higher degrees Neural
Network
Convolutional Neural Network for
Modelling Sentences
Recurrent Neural Networks for Sequence Learning
Dependency Parser using Neural
Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks for
Sentence Classification
Deep Neural Networks for Syntactic Parsing of Morphologically
Rich Languages
Deep Neural Networks for Semantic Similarity Measurement
Natural Language Grammatical Inference with Recurrent Neural Networks

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

References
Cheng and Kartsaklis
(2015)
He et al.(2015)
Filice et al.(2015)
Rao et al. (2016)
Yang et al.(2016)
Wang and Nyberg (2015)
Mohit Iyyer (2014)
A Severyn(2015)
N Kalchbrenner (2014)
ZC Lipton(2015)
D Chen (2014)
Y Kim (2014)
J Legrand(2016)

H He (2016)
S Lawrence(2000)
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TABLE IV: State of the art achieving IR/Cognitive Systems techniques [1,2]
S.NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

IR/Cognitive System Techniques
LSA latent semantic space
ESA explicit semantic space
SSA salient semantic space
ParaDetect
TF-KLD
Yao (2013)
S and M (2013)

8
9
10

Shnarch (2013) Backward
Yih (2013) LCLR
W and I (2015)

11
12
13

L.D.C Model
H and S (2010)
W and M (2010)

References
Hassan (2011)
Hassan (2011)
Hassan (2011)
Zia and Wasif(2012)
Ji and Eisenstein (2013)
Yao et al. (2013)
Severyn and Moschitti
(2013)
Shnarch (2013)
Yih et al. (2013)
Wang and Ittycheriah
(2015)
Wang et al. (2016)
Heilman and Smith (2010)
Wang
and
Manning
(2010)
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new QA systems are designed using deep learning models.
Most of the datasets used deep learning models. SQUAD is
a new dataset containing 100,000+ rows of crowd sourced
comprehension plus QA. Good thing about SQUAD is that, it
is the only available dataset that can be proved to be a sound
aid for Generalize QA system due to its large dataset size.
State of the art performance for SQUAD dataset is achieved
using deep learning models. It can be concluded whether
SQUAD generalizes to give correct answer on any dataset
after testing it on many datasets/corpuses. For a Generalize
QA system there are many other domains to cater including
algebra, word problem solver, end of chapter problem solver
for probability, number theory, mechanics and thermodynamic
problems and puzzle solvers. It is found that only 2 paper
for solving word problems [36, 37]. We think that a dataset
like SQUAD for word problems is of prime importance, such
a dataset can be made using end of chapter problems in
undergrad standard mathematical text books.

Fig. 1: No of datasets used by the researchers [49-59]

VI. S TATISTICS
Most of the above-mentioned QA systems are NonGeneralize QA systems. TREC is oldest and most popular
dataset for question answering but QA systems that target
track are not capable of generalization. This is because of
small size of dataset. A variety of QA systems are built using
TREC dataset. The attainment of the State of the art results
for TREC can be found from aclweb website [1]. WikiQA,
CNN/Daily mail, MCTest has same problem of small size.
Microsoft research paraphrase detection MSPR is a dataset
used for paraphrase detection, a task similar to QA systems.
State of the art results for many systems using MSPR dataset
can be found here [2]. IBM Watson uses comprehension
and facts from Wikipedia corpus. WATSON won several
competitions in jeopardy. Unfortunately, WATSON is closed
source due to which research community is unable to check
its accuracy claims for many datasets/corpuses. In addition,
it is also difficult to identify the effectiveness of WATSONs
cognitive system. IBM Watson works on factoid question [73],
in jeopardy competition it demonstrated good performance
concerning generalize factoid question answering. Most of the

Fig. 2: A graph showing from year 2013 - 2016, how cognitive
system curve is falling down as with the increase of deep learning.
[101 - 116]

Our next question revolved around the identification of a
better technique from the array of cognitive system techniques
or deep learning techniques. Graph in Figure 2 clearly shows
that deep learning and neural network based architectures
are continuously dominating cognitive systems. But the real
question is what will be proper architecture for utilizing deep
learning.
Some papers use deep learning for each and every task
[34,186], although this approach seems independent from
human resources but it cannot be generalized due to enormous
amount of training data. Most of the papers that demonstrated
the state of art results using deep learning architecture or
neural networks feed are using automatic features generated
by IR or cognitive system techniques. Below table and chart
shows features used and their proportion
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to decide which neural architecture can be used for which
task. In addition, IR/Cognitive system techniques can be used
for generating features for all the deep learning architectures.
Due to scope of this paper we will not give answer of this
hypothesis in this paper, instead we consider it as a future
work.
VIII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 3: No of features used by the researchers in their models.

Although these papers discuss reasoning for using one
feature in place of other but a proper guideline of what features
works best for which type of data is still far from being
published.

In this paper, we investigated how to build a Generalized
Question Answering (QA) System. IBM Watson[101] was
considered as such a system but it was closed source due to
which we cannot verify its claims. Most of the obstacles in
Generalized QA systems were due to lack of large dataset.
With the inclusion of SQUAD in dataset it looks that this
problem is overcome. Development of QA systems is now
dominated by deep learning architecture. Mostly features of
deep learning architectures are extracted using IR/Cognitive
system techniques. Still there is lacking in QA dataset which
should include problems from algebra domain, word problems,
end of chapter problems from probability, number theory,
mechanics and thermodynamic textbooks and logic puzzles.
To improve training performance of deep learning architecture
for Generalize QA systems we give some insights and leave
complete architecture and its implementation as future work.
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Fig. 4: Performance Measure used by the researchers to evaluate
systems
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